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Introduction
Nearly a decade into the 21 st century, public affairs officers are grappling with the new frontier of the digital media age, where information options are overwhelming in both speed and volume, but often underwhelming in content. The purpose of this research paper is to identify how Americans are getting news and information to help public affairs specialists better package information for release to the public in this digital age. If public affairs officials are to be successful, they must first understand the basic roots of information extraction -from where does the audience retrieve its information, whether the American public, Congress, or even potential military recruits.
Reporters and editors in traditional media-newspapers, magazines, television and radio-still occupy a large part of their work day, but harried public affairs specialists must also contend with digital pioneers of the internet and the web, to include on-line journalists, bloggers, tweeters, YouTube, Facebook, and anyone else with an opinion and access to a computer. This paper will use the cause and effect methodology to argue the author's claim. The first section of the paper will cover the digital age; the second section addresses where Americans currently get news and information; and the third section considers how to package news and information for release to the public and the way ahead in the information environment. 8/14/09
Brave New Media World: Digital Age
While much has been made of the digital age, the available statistics do not reflect a mass migration of news-seekers to the web, but instead an evolving blend of traditional media and the web, with the appetite for the latter increasing the younger the generation.
The revolution in media availability, however, means information, whether good or bad, moves at a speed faster than it can be consumed or even corrected. Plenty of media pundits have bemoaned the decline of -traditional journalism‖ and the rise of the digital age, most often under the repetitious title of -Brave New Media World.‖ A simple Google search on this term found over 3,000 articles under the title 1 . What none of these articles addressed, however, is where
Americans get information nearly one decade into the 21 st century. The change in media delivery may have been revolutionary, but the public's reaction is clearly evolutionary.
The Evolution from Print to Digital
In 2004 Technological Luddites bemoan the move to the digital age, believing it to be more impersonal and prone to impulse news gathering, vice comprehensive study. Baby Boomers (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) who grew up on a diet of morning newspapers and evening news broadcasts are not ready to give up their old forums. Following behind them are the 25% of Americans who are part of the Internet news audience, 4 who according to a Pew study, are better educated than the public as a whole. There is no doubt, with the Internet generation, commonly known as Generation X (1964 Generation X ( -1979 ) that computers were omnipresent in the household and not a novelty. 8/14/09
Other studies show, however, that most Americans are using the web as a secondary source of information vice a primary resource. A separate Pew study of 3,200 adults primary finding is that -…the so-called Internet revolution should be more accurately characterized as an internet evolution.‖ 5 It follows that the digital revolution is also an evolution and the transition from print mediums to web is on going and may take another generation to be complete, if ever.
Are Americans replacing their morning newspaper or talk radio on the drive to work for surf sessions on the web?
The Ascent of Commercial Satellite Imagery
The Gutenberg press, using movable type, was introduced in 1439 and spread throughout
Europe within 60 years, bringing printed paper materials to the general public for the first time in history. It is no coincidence that the Renaissance occurred during the same time frame, bringing printed art, literature and music to the middle classes, activities once limited to the upper and ecclesiastical classes. A similar revolution is occurring within the visual realm today following a decade of commercial available satellite imagery. QuickBird introduced the world to highresolution imagery in 2001 and ten years later one of its most popular outlets, Google Earth, has 200 million users worldwide.
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Complicating the imagery picture is the fact that a number of operators are beyond U.S.
control and laws governing the distribution of such imagery. For instance, the German TerraSAR-X produces high-quality one-meter radar with a revisit opportunity within two to four days. There is no doubt that foreign governments, militaries, and media organizations will be purchasing radar imagery, which allows one to see even through clouds and some kinds of roof 8/14/09
coverings. This information is invaluable in determining the presence of large forces in inclement weather, or even the lack thereof when they have departed garrison. The availability of information previous reserved for the world's intelligence agencies has leveled the information field.
In addition, the use of commercial imagery has an exponential effect in aiding natural disaster and humanitarian crises. President George W. It would be safe to say that America is a nation of news junkies. The country that guarantees freedom of speech in its very first amendment also gave birth to the 24-hour television news service with the creation of the Cable News Network (CNN) in the 1980s.
Americans appear to be at a crossroads of how they receive information, however, with more moving to the web-based sources and newsrooms across the country reconsidering their budgets.
The movement of the critical advertising dollars that fuel the print industry to the web has not been sufficiently studied and the jury seems to be out on exactly how long some venerable institutions can last.
Much of the discussion on the digital age centers on people making choices about whether to use traditional media or to go online. Empirical data suggests, however, that 12 Integrators are 23% of the public, well-educated, affluent, middle-aged. Television is their main source of information, but they go on-line for news once a day. Political news and sports are the preferred categories.
Net-Newsers are 13% of the public, well-educated, affluent, and relatively young, with 58% being men. Favor political blogs and viewing news on-line, with strong interest in technology news.
Traditionalists are 46% of the public, less-educated, less affluent, and older. Most have computers, but rely on TV news, with heavy emphasis on weather. Of these three groups, the Integrators spend the most time reading news in a day and, given their preference for politics, are also the greater consumers of national and political news.
Net-Newsers are twice as likely to read their news on-line vice reading a printed newspaper.
Traditionalists watch more television and presently represent the larger portion of the public. 8/14/09
They also are at the lower end of the education and income scale, with 43% not employed and 60% having only a high school education.
13 Though the survey did not distinguish the 43% -not employed,‖ it likely means a good percentage of that group is retired, vice unemployed.
The data from the Pew Study about the three distinct groupings of media users appears to parallel well-known generational monikers, lending more even more credence to the theory of Integrators, Net-Newsers, and Traditionalists. Traditionalist media consumers could also be referred to as -The Silent Generation, ‖(1925-1946) (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) and Generation X (1964 Generation X ( -1979 . Net-Newsers, when culturally defined, would be known as the -Millennial Generation, ‖ (1979-2000) and raised in a world in which most has always had access to personal computers in school and many at home as well.
14 The Traditionalists were the first American generation to experience television, so their propensity for viewing news on the airwaves is understandable. As their generation dies off, however, the statistics should reflect an increase of web usage as integrators, or Baby Boomers, replace their generation as the largest percentage of the American public.
Newspaper Readers Migrate to the Digital World
According to the Pew Research Center, only 27% of the public read a printed daily paper attention on a daily basis, no doubt -driven‖ by the fact that Integrators are more affluent and likely to be driving their own cars to and from work, although not denoted in the study.
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Ball State University's Center for Media Design conducted a much smaller study focused exclusively on web-users that also had some revealing statistics. It showed 60% used the web for news, 40% read newspapers and 30% read magazines. Of the overall time spent using consumer media, 17% was spent on the Internet. What some news seekers have probably done is migrate to talk radio for daily news.
Talk radio appears to have had exceptional growth in the last decade, largely due to deregulation and the growth of digital radio. A Gallup Poll of 2003 found that 22% of Americans were using talk radio as their primary source of news, a figure that had been only 11% in 1998. 21 With
Americans having so many choices in media, it is natural for them to make choices of convenience in an information-saturated world. The radio may provide a unique opportunity to listen while accomplishing other tasks, whether driving to work, cleaning, or exercising, whereas reading a paper, watching television, and searching the web all require visual action on the part of the viewer.
One of the other key findings of the Pew study was that more young people are choosing not to be informed at all. In the age category of 25-and-under, nearly a third-34%-are getting no news on a typical day. 22 The survey noted the popularity of social networking sites, but did not draw a correlation between the birth of this forum and the decline in news readership. One has to wonder, however, if the opportunity to network with friends on Facebook and MySpace is a more appealing social diet that grazing news websites.
Another factor in the media equation is that not all news is from news shows. Editors realize what consumers value most in newspapers is immediacy and accuracy and while the web offers the former, its accuracy is not guaranteed. They recognize that excellent journalism combined with the latest technology will ensure a customer base, even though some might migrate to the web version of newspapers. With that said, many are cutting newsroom staffs due to declining advertising dollars, according to the survey.
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Some of the more telling statistics from the study include:
 85% of daily newspapers with large circulations-over 100,000 readers-cut news/editorial staff in the last 3 years  Only 52% of smaller papers reported cuts during the same period  66% of newspapers surveyed have cut back on foreign news 32  Ethnic press was growing, but appears to have crested, with Spanish-language newspaper circulation up to 17.6 million readers daily  Newspaper earnings are flat or falling, with a similar decline in ad pages  On-line advertising market grew by one-third to $17 billion  On-line radio advertising grew 77% to $60 million Source: -The Changing Newsroom,‖ Pew Research Center Even among editors and reporters, there seems to be a realization that the American public has developed an affinity for more local news over international stories, that local, state and even national political news are of more interest than international news. If " …all politics is local,‖ according to the political adage, then it seems the news is as well.
Editors would do well to keep in mind two statistics from the comprehensive study that reflect on bias and accuracy in the press: 68% of Americans prefer getting their news from 8/14/09 sources without a declared point of view and 48%--or barely half-have a favorable view of the press. 33 -Will newspapers survive?‖ is a fair and often asked question within the media industry, given some of the gloomier statistics. It would appear that for the next decade newspapers will continue to play a major part of consumer's daily news diet, based on the aforementioned statistics and commentary from within the media industry itself. Some of the predictions for the near future from a roundtable discussion on the survival of newspapers, held in July 2006, predict the demise, but most believe that newspapers can survive when combined with a marketing plan for web versions.
"I have 100% confidence that the mainstream media organizations will survive. The toughest issue will be the transition period (from print to online, broadcast to broadband), but once the migrations is over, cheaper distribution costs should enable media companies to more than find the news gathering resources. …Every newspaper should have an affiliated website to the main newspaper website which completely caters to the interests of the 18-year olds with a completely different set of values on what news is important." Paul Ginocchio, Media Analyst for Deutsche Bank
"I think the print newspaper is a survivor for at least 10 to 15 years…..Newspapers will have to keep having lots of cash to invest for some time to come. These big boats do not turn fast, but the industry needed to get a lot more urgent and has." Rick Edmonds, Researcher and Write for the Poynter Institute
The bottom line for the news industry is that consumer preferences are changing, but not at the rate of technology, leaving business managers and editors with the difficult task of managing news in an era of moving targets -the audience. 8/14/09
Packaging News and Information
Too many times public affairs specialists have made numerous press releases to a variety of news organizations in hopes that some would feature their stories. If they understand the generational shifts and changing media economy, public affairs specialist can better target and package information using the right blend of traditional and digital media to reach the public. Paul and Elder argue that many institutions help shape the news by offering up press releases, interviews and pre-written media stories. As a result, newspapers in particular become sensitive to the advertisers concerns, as they represent a major portion of their revenues.
If their analysis proves correct, the economy of the digital age might increase the reliance on the military public affairs officers for stories, information and leads. When reporters and news crews are laid off, media outlets become more dependent on wire services, press releases, and pre-packaged stories to fill white space and air time. This market trend suggests the military will benefit from that reliance on sellable material, especially when the U.S. becomes involved in a foreign conflict and costs or access prevents media outlets from sending its own reporters. Because of the public's preference for local news first, one trend that could be expected is continuing coverage of troop deployments for nearby military bases and guard units, but less coverage of strategic issues or NATO and coalition troop activities. This would require the Department of Defense to plus-up its public affairs staffs at these bases and units, vice concentrating public affairs efforts within the Pentagon.
John A. Robinson is a managing editor of Defense Daily and also a public affairs officer in the Navy Reserve. In a study for the Air Force Research Institute, Robinson provided a history of Air Force public affairs and analysis of strategic communications efforts since 9/11.
Robinson argues that the lack of a flag billet in the Air Force public career corps has stymied career development and appreciation of the unique skills of public affairs officers. He makes a strong case for emulating the Navy's public affairs programs and bemoans the reduction of public affairs staff at Air Force facilities worldwide. 
Reaching the Audience
If a public affairs specialist understands how the audience he or she is trying to reach receives information, the question of establishing a message becomes easier. 
Conclusion
As the information age continues to evolve, Americans are straddling the digital divide and a complete migration to the web may never take place, given the public's continuing penchant for printed materials. Wilson Dizard, in his book on Old Media, New Media predicts the media will fall into three distinctive patterns in the foreseeable future:
 Traditional mass media -broadcast, TV, film radio and print  Advanced electronic media -the Internet, web, broadband  Personal electronic media -podcasts, MP3 players, user-pulled content 49 The Internet surpassed 100 million users worldwide by the turn of the century 50 , and as of 2008, the number more than tripled to nearly 361 millions users. 51 The impact of the American audience on the web cannot be understated, as 52% of websites are posted in English, according to a study on the global media. 52 Furthermore over 73% of the American population uses the Internet, compared with 60% Australians and only 48% Europeans. 53 With both Americans and Australians dominating the usage, English will continue to be the primary Internet language.
No matter where Americans get their news, they still have a preference for patriotism.
Even though the younger generation tends to get its information digitally, they have developed discerning skills and preferences for forums without bias. In fact, the Internet news audience What is telling about those figures is that young Internet users tend to be more defensive about America than the general public, an older audience made up of more traditional users.
Gloomy prognosticators who view the advent of the digital age and its users as a dumbing-down of news consumers with no sense of patriot are likely to be proved wrong in the next decade.
The digital age has created opportunities for more people to read and more importantly, participate, in the making of the news. Letter-to-the-editors might become archaic in the digital age, but will likely be replaced by the speedier blogs on newspaper websites. Citizen activist can e-mail reports and editors directly through e-mail links on a papers website, offering insight and some time new leads. In its study on -The Changing Newsroom,‖ the Pew Foundation found that 46% of editors believe citizen contributions would be key ingredients for newspaper and website operations. 55 One Florida editor noted that following a tornado, hundreds of photos were sent to the paper's website, providing instant coverage and helping establish the range of damage. Another paper used -citizen journalism‖ to study document the rise in property assessments in a town, prompting the town's administration to reconsider many cases. The Air Force's recent foray into the digital frontier tracks with the generational shift in the way America gets its news. The younger generation of Net-Newsers is getting its information from the web more than traditional print media. What remains to be seen is if these users will become more conservative and discerning in their news sources as they age and revert to traditional sources. It is important to remember, as well, that in 2008, this category only represented 13% of the news audiences. This group of consumers will need to be tracked carefully over the next decade to discern whether or not the move to the Internet/Web continues or reaches a plateau.
For the public affairs specialist this means the next decade will be spent balancing the needs of traditional media users with those of the emerging generation and future generations.
The sources of news will ultimately be sustained, or rejected, by the viewers and advertisers paying into the system. Newspapers will have to adjust their marketing models to accommodate for the rise in web users and the decline in advertising dollars. Television has to compete in an environment where 500 cable choices exist, watering down a shrinking pool of advertising dollars in a receding economy. Even websites are competing with one another, due to the fact that anyone can become an on-line merchant with a laptop and good digital camera. For the next decade, the information environment is expected to expand even more. American news consumers will continue to use a variety of means to retrieve information of interest, challenging broadcasters, public affairs officials, and advertisers. They will have to stake a claim on their attention span and better target and package information or be left behind on the wrong side of the digital divide.
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